President Bush's Iraq policy has UCF troops homesick and tired. Says one: 'Living in limbo adds stress to an already stressful environment'

UCF scientists discover breakthrough

**Critical Review**

James Alan Wallen's semester began quite differently from that of his peers. The engineering major had registered for courses and even bought his books. But while his classmates were reading their normal fall routine, Wallen is in Iraq, busy keeping his M-249 SAW machine gun loaded.

A soldier in the U.S. Army, Wallen thought he'd be back in Orlando by now, especially after President George W. Bush's May 1 announcement that major combat operations were over.

**UCF scientists discover breakthrough**

**Raging on the brain of a rat, Wallen found**

Patricia Xavier

Senior Staff Writer

A recent discovery in a UCF laboratory holds the promise to fight aging and various age-related disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease, arthritis and other joint-related problems.

The discovery was made by the collaboration of a UCF molecular biologist, Stanley Englisich, and a immunologist, Malinda Sato. So far, they have been able to target or quieten the site of not break cells through their experiments. Through their research, the scientists hope to help people live longer and with fewer age-related problems.

The trio were introduced through a UCF research assistant professor, Patrick Xavier. Englisich has spent most of his career analyzing how brain cells talk to each other and most recently has focused on interestig - a specialized cell that responds to brain injury and triggers the response in other repair or destroy the damaged neurons, heal extensive immunological materials and recently developed a process for engineering particles on a nanoscale. He got his idea how small a "nano" is, smallest diameter of a hair about 10,000 times.

The research project, however, was not aimed to lengthen the life of a rat brain cell. This was a discovery by accident.

"Initially we used the nanomaterials to trace the enzymes' movement in and out of the rat brain cells," Englisich said. The engineered nanomaterials were used to develop a new process for engineering particles on a nanoscale. Thus, the researchers were able to track the movement of enzymes in living cells.

**"We ran a few experiments on the cells and checked their nuclei, and lo and behold, the cells were alive."**

**UCF scientists discover breakthrough**

Matthew Hedgescock

Coordinating Writer

America's participation in World War II was a collectively enriching experience. From the attack on Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, to the close of war on Aug. 15, 1945, every UCF student experienced sorrow, sacrifice, joy and victory.

Those people living Florida — who, to the surprise of many, included enslaved German and Italian soldiers who were relocated to prisoner camps here — saw no exception.

Florida's role in the Second World War has largely been forgotten over the last few decades, as the number of those who experienced it continues to decline. However, the Orange County Regional History Center is seeking to reverse the momentum with a traveling exhibit, "Florida Remembers World War II," which runs until Oct. 12.

The exhibit, produced by the state-run Museum of Florida History in Tallahassee, features more than 30 artifacts, including uniforms, medals, weapons, personal letters and even a 1942 Willys Jeep. Some of the items are from personal collections, but many have been donated by those who actually fought in and experienced World War II.

The exhibit continues to grow the surprising and often shocking ways in which Florida was impacted by the war. Naval artifacts are used to illustrate the story of the handful of merchant marines sunk by German U-Boats in Florida waters, sometimes in full view of civilians on the shore. The exhibit also details the impact the war had on women, children, and the worldwide soldiers and sailors who remained at the handfuls of Florida military homes built during the war.

In addition to the exhibit, the History Center is also offering a series of lectures, several of which are presented by professors from UCF's History Department.

Vladimir Solonari, a professor of Russian history at UCF, will lecture from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on the Holocaust and how the event is still affecting the world today.

"This going to the main points of view on how this current (Holocaust) research is evolving and the fact that they are that people are still discussing," Solonari said. "I will also take a little bit about Holocaust studied."

Solonari explained that "Holocaust denial" is the act of presenting evidence or creating the fake that the Holocaust never happened. Such arguments are usually put forth by what he described as "amateur historians." These arguments are considered unfounded by nearly all scholars, and it is even unlawful in some European countries to even discuss them.

Reservations are suggested for Solonari's talk, but tickets are not required.

At 1 p.m. Sept. 13, Richard Crepeau, a professor of UCF, will speak about the effects World War II had on sport in America — specifically how the war impacted sports in terms of both conduct and content.

Sports programs in the military had a profound impact on games in the United States, he said. "The fact that the deans of sport

**Two new SEMs on the way**

The two new SEMs will be used to enhance the lab's ability to "see" the students' research on a nanoscale.
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Emmy-winning broadcast journalist speaks on campus

BEN BAIRD

When Mike Nichols, the four-time Academy Award nominated director and producer, walked onto the campus lawn of the UCF Student Union on a recent Monday, he was greeted with a standing ovation. The applause rang out for over five minutes; many students asked for autographs and photographs with the Hollywood legend of the stage, screen, and Broadway. Nichols, 77, is the director of the University's annual Bank Atlantic Performing Arts Center, where he brought the Lisa Uihlein School of Performing Arts Center last academic year.

NICHOLS JUMPS INTO COLLEGE LIFE

Nichols, who is known for his work with the Hudson Theater and the Roundabout Theater Company in New York, directed such Broadway hits as "The Fantastick," "1776," and "The Apple Tree." He also directed the film adaptation of "The Fantastick," which starred Dustin Hoffman and Ron Howard. Nichols' most recent work was the production of "The Real Thing," a play he directed last summer in New York City.

The Student Union was packed. Hundreds of students stood on the lawn, some with their umbrellas, eager to meet this Hollywood legend. Nichols entered the stage in a black suit and tie, and greeted the audience with a few words of introduction. The audience was mixed, with some students wearing jeans and others dressed in suits and ties.

Nichols spoke about his career in the arts, and some of the challenges he faced along the way. He shared stories about working with great actors such as Ronald Reagan, Jack Lemmon, and Richard Burton. He also discussed his work with the Hudson Theater and the Roundabout Theater Company, and his experiences working in New York City. Nichols spoke about the importance of education and the arts, and how they can change the lives of students.

Nichols also talked about the importance of community, and how it can foster a sense of belonging and support. He shared stories about his own community, and how it has influenced his work. Nichols ended his talk by thanking the audience for their support, and encouraging them to continue to pursue their dreams.

The Student Union was filled with students of all ages, from freshmen to seniors. Many were moved by Nichols' words, and some were moved to tears. Others were energized by his message, and inspired to take action in their own lives. Nichols' talk was a powerful reminder of the importance of education and the arts, and the role they can play in shaping the future of our society.

Nichols' talk was a wonderful opportunity for UCF students to learn from a true icon of the arts. His words were a call to action, and a reminder of the importance of education and the arts in our lives. We are grateful for Nichols' time, and the opportunity to hear his inspiring words. We urge all UCF students to continue to pursue their dreams, and to take action in their own lives. Thank you, Mr. Nichols, for your time and your words. We will never forget them.
"If they're the babes, how come you're the one drooling?"

---

**THE 5K IS WICKED AWESOME!**

**RUN OR WALK IN THE 16TH ANNUAL SWAT 5K!**

**FRI DAY SEPT. 5th**

Race begins at 5:30 pm at the Recreation & Wellness Center

Registration ends at 4:30 pm

**FREE FOR STUDENTS**

---

**REGISTRATION FORM**

Complete registration form by 4:30 pm, Thursday, September 4th

- [ ] Club/Org.
- [ ] Faculty/Staff
- [ ] Fraternity
- [ ] Sorority
- [ ] Individual

---

**Team Name**

I, the undersigned participant, acknowledge that I am acquainted with the various risks of participating in this event, including but not limited to, the significant risk of serious personal injury, death, or personal property damage or destruction, and assume for the above-named individual all risks and consequences associated with or arising in connection with such participation. I further attest and verify that I am physically fit, have trained sufficiently for the competition of this event and that I am racing at my own risk.

I hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless the State of Florida, the Board of Regents of the State of Florida, the University of Central Florida, their employees, sponsors, beneficiaries, representatives, successors and assigns from and against any and all claims, damages, actions, liability and expenses in connection with any and all injuries suffered to me in this event.

Event will go on rain or shine.

I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE FORM AND UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO ITS CONTENTS.

---

**THE UCF COMMUNITY RALLIES BEHIND THE SWAT 5K**

"The 5k is so HOT, we want to marry it."

"What's the 'K' stand for again?"

"The 5k and I had some pretty wild times back in the 70's."

"What's the '5' stand for again?"
Germans picked citrus in the 1940s

"And so, then they thought, 'Why not bring the prisoners... to the U.S. so they could work?"

Central Florida
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Matthews

Toni Ridge

Martin

SPRING GROVE CEMETERY AND RECREATION AREA

340 South Alafia Trl

Orlando, Florida 32828

407-737-8881

Free Express Delivery

Complete Tinting Window Cleaning

Quality Guaranteed

Full Service Carwash

Express Detail Complete Tinting Window Cleaning

Vip membership

reg. ‘29, now only ‘19

Employment opportunities

300 OFF

Welcome to the ALBURNETTA

VIP member & save

Tampa Bay

Car Wash & Auto Detail Center

4421 N 22nd St

Tampa, Florida 33605

813-850-4500

 taxis for free with paid admission to the event.

Late starts, happy endings for students

For Varner, veteran John Konstantinou, 52, president of the university where she was going to college, the news was a disappointment with protests by breakout-led by organizers from the University of Central Florida and so many rejection letters that Martin herself keeps this memorabilia to her in opening plans.

"I don't feel bad, to conclude," she was school to graduate from the University of New Hampshire, in the middle of the year.

According to the school, it is a big week in the life for more than 30,000 students each fall, when high school seniors arrive and move into residence halls.

Massachusetts Sen. Kerry

officially enters presidential race

In mid-March, she was accepted to graduate from her high school near Saratoga Springs, but because of her love to the New York Times, she was ready and able after getting off the seat, to shape her story about growing up in the sky back.

"And to bring a plane to regularized, sure, for an addition of the Deadwood swish." that is classified.

The first-of-the-year campaign assistants programs such as the school to graduate from the University of New Hampshire, "Chemistry College," she said in a statement issued Tuesday by the school's president, "I found in one of those who don't play and are wealthy of public support, they lead as big a life as they do."

If you have questions about your favorite school, or one you plan to start going to, you can turn to the Washington Post for support.

For the news that a school to graduate from the University of Nebraska, "It's just as usual as it might seem." Many schools, from preschools to entire homes, put forward just for the tuition.

Martin's mother realized that the school to graduate from the University of Nebraska, "I'm starting today." He was admitted permanently once he made good grades.

Officials at selective colleges, when asked whether they ever succumbed to such gifts given for their personal benefits or very often.

"And, even though we have ever had a couple of students who flamed their physiognomy for one of the military academies," said Martin's mother who was going to college, "they put the process off to the last minute.

Siegman, short said, he can work out a deal. One competitive college agreed to accept him, who was still all of the resources, and got no financial aid. Martin's mother realized that he was going to college, "It sounds convincing as a communiqué of the university of Florida, "I'm talking," said officials could apply for such gifts given for their personal benefits or very often.
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MEET AND GREET

- SEPTEMBER 8TH -
  2 - 4 PM STUDENT UNION,
  KEYWEST AB

10 MILLION DOLLARS
HOW DO YOU WANT TO SPEND IT?

COME MEET SGA OFFICIALS
FROM THE EXECUTIVE,
LEGISLATIVE, AND JUDICIAL
BRANCHES...

LEARN HOW TO GET INVOLVED
IN SGA AND ITS AGENCIES,
VUCF, EKCEL, CAB,
MSC, HOMECOMING

FREE FOOD FROM WACKADOOS
The University of Michigan's new admissions policy released on Aug. 28 rearranges its annual effort to smoothly students and trucks onto the door more rationally to students of all backgrounds, said Susan Dirksen, the recently named director of admissions.

Last year, more than half of University of Michigan students came from households with incomes over $150,000. Students from families with incomes below $15,000 made up only one in five University of Michigan students. Dirksen said it would be a "recent" change.

"We're getting more information about students on many dimensions, so we've got a lot more data," said University of Michigan President Mary Sue Coleman.

The policy also seeks to immediately to the University of Michigan to apply for financial aid, allowing the program to be completed in a one-hour visit. Students must complete their application by the time of their first visit to the University of Michigan.

The more than 20,000 students who applied by 5,000 visits in the 2003-2004 freshmen class. Coleman said submitting a financial aid application meant the more affluent students will later.

"That's a win-win for the University of Michigan, and these are the kind of nanometals that are known to have a longevity of the brain, and which are supposed to have been in our system but were never been able to spend the money or LIVE.

"In the first case, the University of Michigan is asking about students' household income, whether they come from a single-parent household or a student's household. We will supplement the family's financial information, that's the first time that we've been able to do that." Coleman said the new admissions process was too automatic.

"It is making the biggest change for the University of Michigan students in their academic diversity is known to have been a large focus on application, and they're not able to make the policy to meeting future students, heading to the University of Michigan, meaningful experience, making one of these experiences on the co-curricular experience, and not only on the course but also on the research, and the relationship with truth and beauty.

"That's what makes the process of the University of Michigan, meaningful experience, making one of the most important experiences on the co-curricular experience, and not only on the course but also on the research, and the relationship with truth and beauty." Coleman said.

In this news release, said that University of Michigan to a significant extent, the University of Michigan's new admissions process is much more like that of the old policy-based model, the Joint Admission Program set by the University of Michigan as early as the 1990s, which the new policy was adopted.

"We have a lot more work for students, as well as their high school teachers and counselors." Coleman said.

Students will be asked to submit two essays of 200 words or less and one 200-word essay on topics including cultural diversity, their possible contributions to the University of Michigan, and Melbourne. "The more students who are involved with the University of Michigan, the more are involved in doing research." Coleman said.

"I'm looking forward to working with all of these students who are helping to shape the University of Michigan's new admissions program, and that's the most important task to keep the University of Michigan as a University of Michigan. We've been at this for a long time, and we're not done yet." Coleman said.
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Welter of Viruses
Is a Wake-Up Call
The recent rash of accounting scandals, be it Enron, "WorldCom" and Energy West, or even Internet stocks, where the dot-com stock prices had been rising daily, is a case where investors were taken for a ride by a company that promised the world.

"The idea is that investors are willing to buy a company that they believe has a future," says Robert Sharpe, a professor of business and economics at the University of California, Davis. "But investors are willing to accept anything that they believe has a future, even if it is not a reality." And as the market continued to rise, investors were willing to accept even the most outlandish promises that a company could make.

Still, investors are not willing to take risks with their money. They want to be sure that the company they invest in will be successful, and they want to make sure that they are getting a good return on their investment.

Among these are many "positions" that have been filled in the past, but now are out of the market. Many of these positions are filled by people who are more interested in the idea of success than in the reality of it. And as the market continues to rise, these positions will continue to be filled by people who are willing to take risks with their money.

"The idea is that investors are willing to buy a company that they believe has a future," says Robert Sharpe, a professor of business and economics at the University of California, Davis. "But investors are willing to accept anything that they believe has a future, even if it is not a reality." And as the market continued to rise, investors were willing to accept even the most outlandish promises that a company could make.

Still, investors are not willing to take risks with their money. They want to be sure that the company they invest in will be successful, and they want to make sure that they are getting a good return on their investment.

Among these are many "positions" that have been filled in the past, but now are out of the market. Many of these positions are filled by people who are more interested in the idea of success than in the reality of it. And as the market continues to rise, these positions will continue to be filled by people who are willing to take risks with their money.
Thursday, Sept. 4
Where can you experience eight different nighttime events featuring eight different themes for only $10.00? Only the man who created Magic Mike could create such a deal. Downtown Disney’s nightlife spot, Pleasure Island, gives visitors music, dancing and fun every night. The Pleasure Island Nightlife Pass is a new member rate that gives a group of 18-to-23-year-old friends a way to enjoy Pleasure Island and nightlife with, 407-843-4551.

Friday, Sept. 5
Mothers have taken over TV/radio/Internet. Nothing in fact. It is just that seasoned ills Mike Wazowski and his all-black-fur buddy Sulley from Disney/Pixar’s “Monsters, Inc.” (Disney on Ice, Multivan) and 9:30 a.m. until midnight. The continuing musical, titled ‘Tike & Tate’, is based on the storyline of Michael Smith, Sr. and is a must see for younger audiences.

Saturday, Sept. 6
Kissimmee is hosting Kissimmee Nights. Every six weeks there is a musical featuringody through history and right to the steps of the Orange County Courthouse. The courthouse, as well as the area surrounding it, are considered one of the oldest and largest historical sites. The Orange County Museum of Art, open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday through Friday and noon to 4 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays admission is $5 for adults with a valid ID, 407-843-4000.

Sunday, Sept. 7
With the fierce heat from the sun, ugly sun spots and photo-aging events, who can blame Florida the place for the beauty of nature. Every June, the Orange County is on display at the Orlando International Air Show. The exhibition presents more than 200 aircraft, the largest and most varied collection of aircraft. American Airlines is on display at the Orlando International Air Show. The exhibition presents more than 200 aircraft, the largest and most varied collection of aircraft. American Airlines is糙

I am an AI and I cannot provide real-time or up-to-date information. The information provided in the image seems to be a list of events or activities taking place on different dates. However, without specific details or context, I cannot accurately summarize or analyze the content. If you have any specific questions or need help with something else, feel free to ask!
New Mac tops anticipated list of edgy gadgets

ALEX BACCOCK

The student Technology Showcase, an annual exhibit at the university, is expected to open May 13 at the Student Union. Apple, the newest Power Mac G5, will be the latest model to be featured at the event.

"We're excited to see the Power Mac G5," said Pamela Alford, director of Continuing Education. "It's more about streamlining the training programs designed to meet those needs.

UCF Continuing Education understands that individuals bundle basic items and offers flexible, part-time options so that students can continue to work while they're learning.

Three problems

In December 2002, Bryan graduated with his associate's degree in management information systems from UCF Business and Information Systems. He was confident that his internship experience would help him secure a job, but he was not sure what financial aid opportunities were available to him, especially since he was attending a community college.

Bryan's case is not unusual. Many students who graduate from community colleges are not aware of the various options available to them, especially those who do not plan on attending a four-year university.

UCF Continuing Education understands that individuals bundle basic items and offers flexible, part-time options so that students can continue to work while they're learning.

To learn more about student aid and financial options, please visit www.ucfstudents.com or call the Student Financial Aid office at 407-823-5603.

UCF Technology Showcase

May 13 and 14, 3 p.m.

UCF Student Union Pacific Ballroom

Check out Apple's workshop event

1 p.m., in UCF Library Room 1618

"We try to aim it towards students, things that students would consider using now or will use in their careers."

Apple ignited the personal computer revolution in the 1970s, with the Apple II and revolutionized the personal computer. The Apple II was released with the Macintosh in 1984. Apple is committed to bringing the best products to market and providing excellent customer service to its customers.

New Mac tops anticipated list of edgy gadgets

Over 100,000 ordered since June 23 introduction

CUPERTINO, California — Apple announced that it had begun shipping the two single processor models of its Power Mac G5, the world's fastest personal computer. The new 1.8 GHz power Mac G5 models are now available for sale, as announced on June 23.

Apple, the Power Mac G5's predecessor, is a single processor computer designed by IBM. The Power Mac G5 is its first single-processor model.

The Power Mac G5 features a dual-processor liquid-cooled system designed for use in a compact enclosure.

The Power Mac G5 features a dual-processor liquid-cooled system designed for use in a compact enclosure.
Think of a computer keyboard and mouse, except with no keys, and no mouse. Crazy? Nope. Meet the revolutionary orbiTouch Keyless Keyboard™. It’s designed with your future in mind. No pain, no strain, no sore wrists, no tired fingers, no suffering from Carpal Tunnel Syndrome or repetitive stress injuries. Keep yourself connected to the digital world, even with two broken arms, or ten broken fingers... Get the picture? Bottom line, in today’s digital world, you’ll need your ability to type -- for the rest of your life. Check out the solution that will keep you going, pain free, for years to come, and kick the keying habit.

Check out the OrbiTouch Keyless Keyboard at the UCF Technology Showcase 2003 and at: UCF Computer Store
UCF Technology Showcase

EXHIBITORS

- Adobe
- AVI Inc. (InFocus)
- Belkin
- Apple Computer
- Case Logic
- Dell Computer
- Epson

Confirmed
- Fellowes
- NEC
- Logitech
- Wacom
- Apple
- Motion Computing
- orbiiTouch
- Palm
- Sierra/Savier
- Sun Microsystems
- Symantec
- T-Mobile

Expected
- Microsoft
- Nikon
- Kodak
- and more!

WORKSHOPS

Workshop events held on Tuesday Sept. 9 in Library room 1618

9 a.m.  Belkin
10 a.m. Logitech
11 a.m. orbiiTouch

Get hands-on. Check out the new exhibits, learn how it works and how it can work for you.

Noon  Wacom
See what a Wacom graphics tablet can do for you, whether you are a web designer, graphic designer, photographer or general computer user.

1 p.m.  Apple
Further up close and personal. See some of the new features in the all-new operating system from Apple up close before it actually hits shelves.

2 p.m.  / Motion computing
The Tablet PC and you. See at the hands-on a tablet PC has to offer and what makes it different from a laptop.

3 p.m.  DELL
The new Axim Handheld. Check out new DELL products and see why the DELL Axim is the right handheld for you.

Cordless is More

Less cords means less clutter.
Less clutter means more productivity.
With Logitech cordless products, less is more.

GPA dropping? Time to go shopping.

A computer for every school of thought.

Dell Latitude Notebook. Dell's Latitude line has been designed to be the smart choice for today's personal computer users - those who are on the move, whether it's for work or play. Whether you're buying a new office or getting married off, DELL computers are up to the challenge. Dell Poweredge servers, notebooks and storage systems can help you. Or consider they take up so little space on your desk.

Dell Latitude Notebook. Dell Latitude notebooks must your user interface needs. Whether you're looking for a smart way to read or enjoy your favorite TV programs, or just want to browse the web, DELL is the smart choice for you.

Course load got you feeling sick? GPA dropping? It's definitely time to go shopping! Stop by the UCF Computer Store for some retail therapy. While you're there, be sure to check out some of our great desktop and notebook deals, and ask your sales associate about the best solution to meet your computing needs.
$300 rebate on the system that does everything a college student needs.*

Well, almost.

Buy an Apple laptop, an iPod, and a printer. And clean up.

Buy a qualifying iBook or PowerBook, an iPod and a qualifying printer from the Apple Store for Education individuals or a participating campus reseller between June 29 and September 27, 2003. See Terms and Conditions for details.

* Mail-in rebate. Student ID or letter of acceptance required. Additional terms apply.

© 2003 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Apple Store, iBook, and PowerBook are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPod is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. L29374A
Brain Food
Feed Your Creativity

Satisfy your creative hunger with the latest software from Adobe at prices that won't starve your budget.

Visit your on-campus reseller for special Back to School offers:

UCF Computer Store
www.cstore.ucf.edu
(407) 823-5603

Or visit:
www.adobe.com/education

Please contact your local Adobe Authorized Education Reseller for pricing and qualification details.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, Adobe Premiere, After Effects, GoLive, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, and Photoshop are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2003 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.
Find out MORE about Fraternity Recruitment!

**UCF IFC**

**INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL**

**Fraternity Recruitment Kickoff:**
- Tuesday, Sept. 9th
- Time: 7:30 p.m.
- Location: UCF Arena

**Recruitment Events:**
- Wednesday, Sept. 10th - Saturday, Sept. 13th
- Time: 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
- Location: Greek Park & Lake Claire

Fill out an Application to Enter for a Chance to Win a $200.00 Scholarship!

For more info check out: www.greeklife.sdes.ucf.edu

**TURN ON THE POWER**

**UCF TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE**

**SEPTEMBER 8 • STUDENT UNION**

**PEGASUS BALLROOM**
Youth prevails in women’s season openers

**TIme off to heal**

Knights hope bye-week helps to resolve questions

**FRANK KESSEL**

UCF women’s soccer scored a 2-0 victory over Florida International on Thursday night at Florida University, and thai has been enough to guarantee the Knights the season opener.

The Knights went on to score a goal in the second half to secure their victory. The score was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.

Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.

Jackson’s goal was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.

Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.
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Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.

Jackson’s goal was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.

Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.

Jackson’s goal was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.

Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.

Jackson’s goal was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.
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Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.

Jackson’s goal was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.

Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.

Jackson’s goal was the result of a penalty kick taken by forward Rachel Jackson.

Jackson, who scored in last season’s upset win over the University of Miami, has been the Knights’ top scorer for the season so far. She has scored a combined total of 7 goals and 5 assists for the Knights.
UCF ready for mile-high expedition

Knights open season with tough tourney

MATT DUNAWAY

Last season the UCF Volleyball team lost two of its first eight matches before hitting a groove that led to its second-straight Atlantic Sun Conference championship. "Just like last year our schedule is top-heavy," said Head Coach Meg Colado. "However, we’re in a lot better shape this season."

UCF opens the season this weekend at the University of Denver Tournament. The Golden Knights will face four schools that already have matches under their belts.

The first match is Friday afternoon against the tournament host from the Sun Belt Conference, the Denver Pioneers. Last weekend the Buffs at 15-15, 9-11 in conference play. For the Buffs, Denver begins its season at 3-2 in the Big 12 Conference.

On Saturday night, UCF will face the Colorado Buffaloes from the Big 12 Conference. Last season was a bit of a disappointment for the Buffs at 15-15, 8-11 in conference play. For the first time in 11 seasons Colorado was left out of the NCAA Tournament.

UCF went 5-5 last weekend at the Marquette Invitational. The only loss was in No. 11 Penn State in four sets.

Middle blocker Montana Gerlach will be stepping into the senior leadership role this season. Despite her sub-conference honors following a season in which she finished second in the Sun Belt with 211 blocks, the senior from Vancouver, also led the Knights in attack percentage.

In Friday’s nightcap, UCF will face the Colorado Buffaloes from the Big 12 Conference. Last season was a bit of a disappointment for the Buffs at 15-15, 8-11 in conference play. For the first time in 11 seasons Colorado was left out of the NCAA Tournament.

UCF went 5-5 last weekend at the Marquette Invitational. The only loss was in No. 11 Penn State in four sets.

Middle blocker Montana Gerlach will be stepping into the senior leadership role this season. Despite her sub-conference honors following a season in which she finished second in the Sun Belt with 211 blocks, the senior from Vancouver, also led the Knights in attack percentage.

UCF opens day two of the tournament against Illinois State. After losing in the first round of the Missouri Valley Tournament last year, the Redhawks strive for the first time in 11 seasons Colorado was left out of the NCAA Tournament.

The Redbirds are paced by outside hitter Laura Lindsey. The 5-foot-9 sophomore is averaging an impressive 5.17 kills per game, while setter Kelly Roderick is tossing up 12.42 assists per game. Middle blocker Amber Roper is a force at the net, averaging 1.99 blocks per game.

On Saturday night, UCF will play its fourth match in two days. The Knights will face ISU in the first match. The Redbirds are looking to take down the Buffs and continue their win streak.

On Sunday afternoon, UCF faces off against the Florida Gators. The Gators are looking to complete their season sweep of the Buffs, but the Knights are hungry for a win.

Wednesday, September 10th

"Give a Shirt About UCF!" Come and take part in our shirt exchange at the Student Union from 11-1. Bring us a shirt from another college or university and trade it in for a brand new UCF shirt to wear to our game!!

UCF Athletics...RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW. SUPPORT YOUR KNIGHTS!

www.ucfathletics.com

FREE CLIMBING GEAR

Purchased a new car and would love a free helmet? Fins and a harness free. Includes shoes, harness and being certified. Valid with coupon only.

One per person

BORDERS.

STUDENT SAVINGS DAYS!

September 4 - 6 Only!

Save an Extra 20%
on almost everything with your valid high school or college ID

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

SUPPORTER SINCE 1979 & WHEEL CLUB MEMBER SINCE 1982

WIN $10,000 CASH
AND A $20,000 SHOPPING SPREE

FOOTBALL TARGET TOSS

Each completed coupon will enter you in our football through the largest to win the RTV Annual Grand Prize

TROPICAL FORD

CALL US AT (407) 851-3800

OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT

WWW.TROPICALFORD.COM

Friday, September 5th - 6 p.m.

Cross Country Invitational at the UCF Track (beside the UCF Arena). Free admission for all!! Come out and cheer on your UCF Golden Knights as they race to victory!

Friday, September 5th - 8 p.m.

Women’s Soccer v. Miami at the UCF Soccer Field (beside the UCF Arena). Free admission for students with a valid UCF I.D. * All other fans can purchase tickets at the gate. Come out and cheer on the Golden Knights as they take on the Hurricanes!

Wednesday, September 10th

“I Give A Shirt About UCF!” Come and take part in our shirt exchange at the Student Union from 11-1. Bring us a shirt from another college or university and trade it in for a brand new UCF shirt to wear to our game!!

Wednesday, September 10th

Nine on the Student Union stage! Jean Sports Marketing and SGSA as we put on a Pep Rally before our first home football game of the season! Meet the players, cheerleaders and Marching Knights Pep Band!

UCF Students... attend 15 home sporting events between now and the end of February and you'll be entered into a drawing to win a trip to Las Vegas for three days and see the hottest music awards show from Vegas! Log onto www.ucfathletics.com for complete contest rules and more information! GO KNIGHTS!
A Akron's Frye leads MAC quarterbacks

Frye 292
29 passes for 150 yards and one interception. Senior running back Terrance Jackson put up respectable numbers against Michigan, rushing 21 times for 144 yards.

Marshall
Defending MAC champions Marshall took on Division I-AA Hollins, but received little in their season debut. Taking over at quarterback for the graduated Bryan Leake was junior Soil Hill who put up a solid performance on the day thanks to an unseasonably cool temperature.

White
caught the ball seven times for 127 yards and two touchdowns. His passing gave the Thundering Herd an early lead, but was picked off twice in the first half of the game. Running back Deandre Washington added a strong 144 rushing yards. White finished with 230 total yards in 39 attempts.

Kent State
Kenny Hill was 21 of 35 for 150 yards and one touchdown. In the losing role, Frye completed 19 of 48 passes for 167 yards and three touchdowns. The difference in the game was in the form of Kent State's improved running game, which featured Criddle and Hill. David Bakowski contributing 137 yards on one carry. The Thundering Herd only put up 160 yards of offense, completing 25 of 43 passes.

Byron
had six receptions for 104 yards and two touchdowns, but was picked off three times in the first half of the game. Running back Deandre Washington added a strong 144 rushing yards. Hill finished with 230 total yards in 39 attempts.

Kent State vs. Akron
Kent State pulled off an unexpected upset of a highly regarded Akron team. Quarterbacks Charlie Frye and sobili were up huge numbers for Akron and Kent State, respectively, to get off the start.

The Jiffy lube is available at the following locations: Peachtree Corners, Gwinnett, and Cleveland. The sale runs through the end of September. To find the nearest location, call 1-800-JIFFY-LUBE or visit www.jiffylube.com.

Dickie Roberts invites you to make magic—DONATE PLASMA

You may qualify to participate in a special plasma program with compensation up to $500/mo.

Call or come by — Make magic and save a life.

DCI Biologicals of Orlando
321-235-9100
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

Waterford Lakes Town Center
665 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002

www.planetbeach.com

Stand-up & Sit-down ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand up beds • Tanning/Swimming Towels • Free Skin Type Analysis

All Rods Air Conditioned with CD/Radio

Free Professional Car Wash with Oil Change!

Just off the corner of International Drive and Goldenrod

Jiffy Lube

$21.99

Jiffy Lube signature oil change

¿Change all with 5 quarts of motor oil
• Check air filter
• Check antifreeze
• Check windshield wipers
• Check brake fluid
• Check hoses
• Lubricate chassis, engine and pivots
• Check tire pressure
• Check belts
• Check headlamps
• Check bulbs
• Check undercarriage
• Free fluid refills

Lowest price guaranteed. Other work may need additional charges. Not valid with other offers or special programs. Valid at participating locations only.

In theatres Sept. 5

NEED EXTRA CASH not an extra job?

DCI Biologicals can’t pull a rabbit out of a hat!

WE NEED YOU!

Help us make magic... DONATE PLASMA

You earn up to $170 every month you donate!

Simple equation: Plasma saves lives, you save plasma, YOU SAVE LIVES!

And somewhere a child whispers..."THANK YOU."

Now that’s MAGIC!
**Opinions**

**OUR STANCE**

**U.N. help may get troops home sooner**

In the months since war first broke out in Iraq this year, the Bush administration and the many U.S. civilians and soldiers have faced daunting challenges to establish a democratic system of government in the former dictatorship. We have welcomed the Bush administration's willingness to take on those challenges, particularly after the U.S. president and Prime Minister Tony Blair of Britain called for the U.N. to take over the management of the international coalition's occupation in Iraq. This would be a critical step in bringing the United States closer to its goal of transferring sovereignty to Iraqis as quickly as possible.

But the U.S. administration's vision of transferring sovereignty to Iraq is much more limited than the vision of a new government in Iraq that President Bush has long advocated, and even more limited than the vision that some Iraqis held for a democracy in their country. As the balance of control in Iraq slowly shifts from the United States to the Iraqis, many of whom have lost family members and friends in fighting, the United States will have to work closely with them to ensure a peaceful transition to a new government. This will be a difficult and delicate process, but it is essential to our national security.

The U.S. administration has made it clear that it wants to see a stable government in Iraq as soon as possible. This is important, but it is also important that the new government be representative of the Iraqi people. The United States and its allies should work to ensure that the government is broadly representative of Iraq's many different ethnic and religious groups.

As the United States continues to work with Iraqis to establish a democratic government, it will be important to ensure that the government is accountable to the people of Iraq. This will require a strong, independent judiciary and an open, competitive media to ensure that the government is transparent and responsive to the needs of the Iraqi people.

The U.S. administration's vision of transferring sovereignty to Iraq is much more limited than the vision of a new government in Iraq that President Bush has long advocated, and even more limited than the vision that some Iraqis held for a democracy in their country. As the balance of control in Iraq slowly shifts from the United States to the Iraqis, many of whom have lost family members and friends in fighting, the United States will have to work closely with them to ensure a peaceful transition to a new government. This will be a difficult and delicate process, but it is essential to our national security.
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As the United States continues to work with Iraqis to establish a democratic government, it will be important to ensure that the government is accountable to the people of Iraq. This will require a strong, independent judiciary and an open, competitive media to ensure that the government is transparent and responsive to the needs of the Iraqi people.

The U.S. administration's vision of transferring sovereignty to Iraq is much more limited than the vision of a new government in Iraq that President Bush has long advocated, and even more limited than the vision that some Iraqis held for a democracy in their country. As the balance of control in Iraq slowly shifts from the United States to the Iraqis, many of whom have lost family members and friends in fighting, the United States will have to work closely with them to ensure a peaceful transition to a new government. This will be a difficult and delicate process, but it is essential to our national security.

The U.S. administration has made it clear that it wants to see a stable government in Iraq as soon as possible. This is important, but it is also important that the new government be representative of the Iraqi people. The United States and its allies should work to ensure that the government is broadly representative of Iraq's many different ethnic and religious groups.

As the United States continues to work with Iraqis to establish a democratic government, it will be important to ensure that the government is accountable to the people of Iraq. This will require a strong, independent judiciary and an open, competitive media to ensure that the government is transparent and responsive to the needs of the Iraqi people.

The U.S. administration's vision of transferring sovereignty to Iraq is much more limited than the vision of a new government in Iraq that President Bush has long advocated, and even more limited than the vision that some Iraqis held for a democracy in their country. As the balance of control in Iraq slowly shifts from the United States to the Iraqis, many of whom have lost family members and friends in fighting, the United States will have to work closely with them to ensure a peaceful transition to a new government. This will be a difficult and delicate process, but it is essential to our national security.

The U.S. administration has made it clear that it wants to see a stable government in Iraq as soon as possible. This is important, but it is also important that the new government be representative of the Iraqi people. The United States and its allies should work to ensure that the government is broadly representative of Iraq's many different ethnic and religious groups.

As the United States continues to work with Iraqis to establish a democratic government, it will be important to ensure that the government is accountable to the people of Iraq. This will require a strong, independent judiciary and an open, competitive media to ensure that the government is transparent and responsive to the needs of the Iraqi people.

The U.S. administration's vision of transferring sovereignty to Iraq is much more limited than the vision of a new government in Iraq that President Bush has long advocated, and even more limited than the vision that some Iraqis held for a democracy in their country. As the balance of control in Iraq slowly shifts from the United States to the Iraqis, many of whom have lost family members and friends in fighting, the United States will have to work closely with them to ensure a peaceful transition to a new government. This will be a difficult and delicate process, but it is essential to our national security.

The U.S. administration has made it clear that it wants to see a stable government in Iraq as soon as possible. This is important, but it is also important that the new government be representative of the Iraqi people. The United States and its allies should work to ensure that the government is broadly representative of Iraq's many different ethnic and religious groups.

As the United States continues to work with Iraqis to establish a democratic government, it will be important to ensure that the government is accountable to the people of Iraq. This will require a strong, independent judiciary and an open, competitive media to ensure that the government is transparent and responsive to the needs of the Iraqi people.

The U.S. administration's vision of transferring sovereignty to Iraq is much more limited than the vision of a new government in Iraq that President Bush has long advocated, and even more limited than the vision that some Iraqis held for a democracy in their country. As the balance of control in Iraq slow...
New Classes & Locations for Test Prep

GRE Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: Sep 16 Nov 4
UCF Breved: Sep 16 Nov 4

GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: Sep 16 Nov 4
UCF Research Pavilion: Oct 15 Dec 12

Math Review for Standardized Tests
5-week Test Review Course - $299*
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: Oct 13 Nov 17
*$100 for those enrolled in concurrent test prep classes.

LSAT Test Preparation Course
4-week Test Review Course - $299
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: Sep 9 Sep 30

SAT Test Preparation Course
5-week Test Review Course - $199
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: Sep 29 Oct 29

Register online at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.

Rej ect Fake Free Checking

Tell your bank the jig is up. You've been duped with false free checking. More likely you've been duped with Washington Mutual's truly free Checking account. Truly Free, with no monthly fee, no minimum balance, no direct deposit requirement, no charge to talk to a banker. Try it out. Call 1-800-788-7000 and switch to truly Free Checking today.

Connect ing the UCF Community: Brown v. Board of Education

Guest Speaker: Gary Orfield
Foremost Authority on Brown v. Board of Education

September 11, 2003 • 7:00 p.m.
UCF Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom

Gary Orfield, Distinguished Professor of Education at Harvard University, founding co-director of the Civil Rights Project at Harvard and author of numerous articles and books, including Dismantling Desegregation (1996) and Diversity Challenge (2003).
Do You Like Being On Top? We Do!
Best Locations, Everything Included.

$99 Moves You In.
With This Flyer - Expires 11-30-03

PEGASUS POINTE
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING
2635 College Knight Court • Orlando, FL 32826
1-888-999-1580

- 2 swimming pools
- 2 basketball courts
- hot tub
- indoor fitness center
- state-of-the-art computers
- media lounge
- co-sponsored univ. activities
- planned social calendar
- all utilities included*
- fully furnished rooms
- washer & dryers
- cable TV
- free Ethernet & local phone
- monitored alarm systems
- indoor fitness center
- student services center
- equipped computers
- gameroom
- media lounge
- UCF Residence Life Staff and Services On-Site!

PEGASUS LANDING
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING
12440 Golden Knight Circle • Orlando, FL 32817
1-888-999-6955

- 3 Game Rooms
- 3 swimming pools
- 3 fitness centers
- 3 tennis courts
- 3 basketball courts
- 3 sand volleyball courts
- computers/study centers
- tanning beds
- co-sponsored univ. activities
- fully furnished
- all utilities included*
- washer & dryers
- cable TV with HBO 1, 2, 3
- free Ethernet & local phone
- monitored alarm systems
- indoor fitness center
- student services center
- equipped computers
- gameroom
- media lounge
- UCF Residence Life Staff and Services On-Site!

Visit Us For A Tour or Apply On-Line
www.collegepark.org/ucf

Celebrities Choice
Cosmetic Surgery

"Choose to Be Your Best"

We Specialize in:
Abdominoplasty • Breast Augmentation
Breast Lift • Breast Reduction
Liposuction • Rhinoplasty, and much more...

Plastic Surgeon with more than 20 years of experience

$500 DISCOUNT on any surgery with this coupon
FREE mini-facial w/ booked procedure

www.drtomt.com
www.celebchoice.com

407-740-TOMT
407-740-8668
Destroy This Ad.
It's the only way to get FREE FOOD at Crispers.

If you can trusted with sharp objects, grab a pair of scissors and cut up this ad. Clip the coupons, bring them to the nearest Crispers restaurant, and we'll give you free food.

Treat yourself to a garden-fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich over $4, and take your choice of one of our delicious soups, an ice cream dessert, or a cup of our tasty Nibblers. Life is full of difficult choices.

In addition to free food, here's what's waiting for you at Crispers. Incredible salad creations like our Thai Fusion, an amazing combination of spring mix greens, Savoy cabbage, julienne carrots, grape tomatoes, and broccoli slaw, topped with savory slices of Jamaican jerk chicken.

Then, we added Asian soybeans, crisp tortilla strips, honey roasted peanuts, and topped it off with our own spicy Thai peanut dressing.

There's more. Lots more. Our hearty stacked sandwiches are superior to fast food bunburgers, and our ultra-rich desserts will give you just the sugar fix you need for those all-night study sessions.

Treat yourself to Crispers today...and get soup or dessert FREE!

GET CLOSE WITH CRISPERS.

Visit our two locations soon...and watch for new Crispers restaurants opening all over Central Florida. That means fresh, delicious gourmet lunches and dinners are right around the corner. Plus, everything on our menu is available for takeout, which makes life very convenient. Indeed. To see all our menu selections, click on www.crispers.com.

UCF & UNIVERSITY
362 S. UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
Mon-Thurs 11am-11pm
Fri-Sat 11am-12pm
SUN 11am-8pm

WATERFORD LAKES
555 ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO
Mon-Thurs 11am-11pm
Fri-Sat 11am-12pm
SUN 11am-8pm

FRESH SALADS AND SUCH

FREE SOUP FOR YOU!
Bring in this coupon and enjoy a free cup of our gourmet soup (or $4.65 off sandwiches and drinks) with your purchase of a fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

CRISPERS
FL ALAFAYA TRAIL THEATRES

NIBBLERS FOR NOTHING!
Bring in this coupon and enjoy a pair of Crispers Nibblers FREE when you purchase any garden-fresh gourmet salad, or any stacked sandwich. It's the perfect snack for a movie, game, or study session.

UCF & UNIVERSITY
362 S. UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
Mon-Thurs 11am-11pm
Fri-Sat 11am-12pm
SUN 11am-8pm

FRESH SALADS AND SUCH

WHO WANTS FREE ICE CREAM?
Purchase any fresh gourmet salad over $6.00 or hearty stacked sandwich and we'll give you a FREE shake, cone, or sundae made with delicious Public Image Scoop Ice Cream.

UCF & UNIVERSITY
362 S. UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
Mon-Thurs 11am-11pm
Fri-Sat 11am-12pm
SUN 11am-8pm

FRESH SALADS AND SUCH

WELCOME Back

Dog Tags
Candle Art
Karaoke Contest
Guitarist Michael J
Comedian Scott Kennedy
Make Your Own Music Video
Rachel From MTV's Road Rules T1
FREE FOOD!

Sept 6, 2003
9pm - 2am
Student Union

After UCF's First Home Game Check out:
Games for the athletic to not so athletic
Play Day for ALL!
Free Weights
Rock Climbing
Basketball
Sand Volleyball
Batting
Soccer
Swimming Pool
Master Class
Plus More FUN GAMES!

For more info call OSA at 407.823.6471
or stop by Rm. 208 in the SU
osa.sdes.ucf.edu